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Abstract. method for automatic music genre classification based on the fusion of high-level and lowlevel timbral descriptors is proposed. High-level features namely, i-vectors are computed from melfrequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC)-GMM framework. Low-level timbral descriptors namely MFCC,
modified group delay features (MODGDF) and timbral feature set are also computed from the audio
files. Initially, the experiment is performed using i-vectors alone. Later, low-level timbral features are
appended with high-level i-vector features to form a high dimensional feature vector (55 dim). Support
vector machine (SVM) and deep neural network (DNN) based classifiers are employed for the experiment. The performance is evaluated using GTZAN dataset on 5 genres. With high-level i-vector features,
the baseline-SVM and DNN-based classifiers report average classification accuracies (in %) of 79.30 and
80.67, respectively. A further improvement (9 %) in performance was observed when low-level timbral
descriptors are fused with the i-vectors in both SVM and DNN frameworks. The results demonstrate the
potential of the timbral feature fusion in music genre classification task.
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Introduction

Music information retrieval (MIR) mainly focuses on
the understanding and usefulness of music data [31],
through research, development and application of computational approaches and tools [1, 14, 15, 30]. Recent
worldwide popularization of online music distribution
services and portable digital music players make the
more important task. Automatic music genre classification, a task of fundamental importance in the context of
music information retrieval is addressed using i-vector

approach in this paper.
Automatic music genre classification extracts distinctive features from audio excerpts and then automatically categorizes them into respective musical genres.
A genre or sub-genre can be distinguished from other
by musical techniques, the style, the cultural context or
the content and spirit of the themes. Although the division of music into genres is partially subjective and
arbitrary, there exist perceptual criteria based on the
texture, instrumentation and rhythmic structure of muINFOCOMP, v. 20, no. 2, p. pp-pp, December, 2021.
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sic that can be used to characterize a particular genre.
The music content distribution vendors can use an effective automatic music analysis system to attract customers [4, 37] in many day-to-day applications.
A comprehensive survey of both features and classification techniques used in genre classification can
be found in [24]. In the front end, melodic features
[32], local features [40] psychoacoustic features [33]
and musical texture features [36] are extracted from
the audio files. In the classification phase, researchers
are employed both generative and discriminative models [19, 34]. An unsupervised approach using hidden
Markov models (HMMs) was proposed in the work of
Shao et. al [34]. In [2], a method is introduced with
l-SVM classifier which combines the ideas of the classical SVM with the sparse approximation techniques in
genre classification. A similar approach is also proposed in [41]. Two novel classifiers using inter-genre
similarity (IGS) modeling are proposed in [38]. The
SVM [6] based classifiers are widely used for multiclass pattern classification [8]. In [19], the best results
were achieved using the SVM classifier. The performance of the SVM-based classifier can be further improved by fine-tuning the parameters of the selected
kernel. In [42], the support vector metric learning
(SVML) method combines the learning of Mahalanobis
distance metric with the learning of the Gaussian kernel
parameters.
A combination of max-average pooling and residual learning-based method, are introduced to improve
the efficiency in [44]. Zhang et al. employed convolutional neural network (CNN) with k max-pooling layers
for semantic modelling of music [43]. Visual representations of audio are used as input CNNs in [7, 27]. Results of multimodal experiments show how the aggregation of learnt representations from different modalities
improves the accuracy, suggesting that different modalities embed complementary information [26]. Intermediate representations of deep neural networks (DNN)
are learnt from audio tracks, text reviews, and cover
art images, and further combinations. A masked conditional neural network (MCLNN) is designed to exploit the properties of multi-dimensional temporal signals by considering the sequential relationship across
temporal frames for genre classification in [21]. CNN,
which takes full advantage of low-level information of
mel-spectrogram for genre classification can be seen
in [20]. Deep learning architecture shows inferior performance with small datasets and often needs a large
training set for improved performance. It is already established that DML techniques are effective for small
datasets [11, 16].

In our approach, we apply i-vector framework for
genre classification task.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows:
Proposed system in Section 2 gives the description
about the front-end and the classification scheme. The
evaluation of the proposed system on GTZAN dataset
and its analysis are given in the Section 3. Subsequently, conclusion is drawn in the final section.
2

Proposed System

In the front-end, i-vectors and low-level timbral features namely, MFCC, MODGDF, and timbral features
are computed. Timbral descriptors are considered because of their ability to extract the specific and distinguishing traits of a variety of music styles. Initially,
track-level i-vectors are computed from MFCC (including delta, delta-delta) and experimented with SVM and
DNN. Later i-vectors are fused with low-level timbral
feature (LTF) and the experiment is repeated. A detailed description is given in the following sections.
2.1

Feature Extraction

Two features namely, high-level features,low-level feature sets are employed for the proposed task.
2.1.1

High level features:

I-vector subspace modeling is one of the prominent
methods that has become the state of the art technique
in speech and music processing applications [12, 45].
It models both the intra-domain and inter-domain variabilities into the same low-dimensional space [39]. Factor analysis (FA) on the frame-level features results
in high-level descriptors called ’identity vectors’ or
’i-vectors’. The i-vector method applies FA to extract low-dimensional features from Gaussian mixture
model(GMM)-supervectors. This approach estimates
hidden variables in GMM supervector space, which
provides better discrimination ability than GMM supervectors [12]. The method of modelling GMM-super
vectors has achieved superior recognition performance
in recent works [12, 45] and it motivated us to use the
scheme as a baseline in the proposed task. The i-vectorbased statistical feature has been shown promise in music genre classification [9]. We computed i-vectors from
frame-level extracted MFCC features using Alize tool
kit [5].
The method of modeling Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) super vectors has provided for superior speaker
recognition performance in recent works. I-vector system [10] is a technique to map the high dimensional
INFOCOMP, v. 20, no. 2, p. pp-pp, December, 2021.
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Figure 1: Basic steps in i-vector extraction and classification

GMM super vector space (generated from concatenating all the mean values of GMM ) to low dimensional
space called total variability space. The main idea is
to adapt the target utterance GMM from a universal
background model(UBM) using the eigenvoice adaption method introduced in [17, 28]. The target GMM
super vector can be viewed as shifted from the UBM.
Formally, a target GMM super vector M can be written
as:
M = m + Tw
(1)
where m represents the UBM super vector, T is a low
dimensional rectangular total variability matrix, and w
is termed as i-vector. Using training data, the UBM and
TV matrix will be modeled by expectation maximization (EM) method. In the E-step, w is considered as a
latent variable with normal prior distribution N (0, I).
Eventually, the i-vectors will be estimated as the mean
of posterior distribution of w, that is [10],
w(u) = (I + T T Σ1 .N (u).T )1 T T Σ1 S(u)

(2)

where for utterance u, the terms N (u) and S(u) represent zeroth and centralized first order Baum-Welch
statistics respectively, and Σ is the covariance matrix of
UBM. The basic steps in i-vector based classification is
shown in Fig 1.
2.1.2

Law-level timbral descriptors

Timbral descriptors which reflect mainly the instruments and arrangement of the music differentiate mixture of sounds that are possibly with the same or similar rhythmic and pitch contents [3, 19]. Timbral features which serve as a physical correlate to perceptual
attributes differentiate mixture of sounds that are with
the same or similar rhythmic and pitch contents [13]. In
timbre space, the perceived (dis)similarity between the
sounds is projected to a low-dimensional space where
dimensions are assigned a semantic interpretation such
as brightness and temporal variation. Three features
namely MFCC, MODGDF, and timbral feature set are
considered in the proposed experiment.

MFCC:

MFCCs are widely employed in numerous perceptually motivated audio classification tasks, despite their
widespread use as predictors of perceived similarity of
timbre [29]. 20 dim MFCCs are computed using framesize of 40ms and frame-shift of 10ms. Perceptual filter
banks-based cepstral features are based on the computation of cochleagram, which in some sense try to model
the frequency selectivity of the cochlea.
Modified Group Delay Feature (MODGDF)

Earlier efforts have established the significance of modified group delay functions (MODGD) in various applications for speech and music. In this paper, we extend
the use of modified group delay features for genre classification. Group delay feature has already been used in
pitch estimation [22], formant extraction, speech recognition and speech synthesis [23]. The group delay function τ (ejω ), of a discrete time signal x[n], is defined by,
τ (ejω ) = −

d{arg(X(ejω ))}
,
dω

(3)

where ω, X(ejω ), arg X(ejω ) represent angular frequency, Fourier Transform (FT) and phase function, respectively.
Consider a discrete time signal x[n]. Then
X(ejω ) = |X(ejω )|ej arg(X(e

jω

))

(4)

From Equation 4
log X(ejω ) = log (|X(ejω )|)+j{arg(X(ejω ))} (5)
arg(X(ejω )) = Im[log X(ejω )].

(6)

Equations 3 and 6, enable the computation of group delay function directly for minimum phase signals [25]:
τ (ejω ) = −Im

d(log(X(ejω )))
dω

(7)

INFOCOMP, v. 20, no. 2, p. pp-pp, December, 2021.
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Figure 2: (a) Frame of music (b) Group delay function computed for the frame in (a), (c) Modified group delay function

computed the frame in (a).

Group delay can be obtained by by [25],
τ (ejω ) =

XR (ejω )YR (ejω ) + YI (ejω )XI (ejω )
(8)
|X(ejω )|2

where the subscripts R and I denote the real and imaginary parts, respectively. X(ejω ) and Y (ejω ) are the
Fourier transforms of x[n] and n.x[n], respectively. The
zeros close to the unit circle in the z-domain cause the
group delay function to be ill behaved. The zeros of the
transfer function can be pushed inside the unit circle to
restore the spectrum by replacing denominator in Equation 8 by its spectral envelope, S(ejω ). The modified
group delay function (MODGD) τm (ejω ) for a signal
x[n] is obtained by [23],
τc (ejω )
τm (e ) = (
)(|τc (ejω )|)α ,
|τc (ejω )|
jω

(9)

where,
XR (ejω )YR (ejω ) + YI (ejω )XI (ejω )
.
|S(ejω )|2γ
(10)
Two new parameters, α and γ (0 < α ≤ 1 and 0 < γ ≤
1) are introduced to control the dynamic range of MODGDF. The group delay function and modified group delay function for a frame of music is shown in Figure 2.
τc (ejω ) =

The MODGDGRAM 1 of a pop song is plotted in Figure
3. MODGDGRAM emphasizes system-specific information as compared to spectrogram. Modified group delay
features (MODGDF) are given by,
k=Nf

c(n) =

X
k=0

τm (k) cos(

n(2k + 1)π
)
Nf

(11)

where Nf is the discrete Fourier transform order and
τm (k) is the modified group delay spectrum. 20 dimensional MODGDF is computed using frame-length
of 40ms and frame-shift of 10ms.
Timbral feature set:

In our experiment, five features, namely, spectral centroid, spectral roll-off, spectral flux, zero crossings, and
low energy are computed in track-level. A low-level
spectral feature set is also computed which serve as a
physical correlate to perceptual attributes, such as timbre and coloration [13]. Low-level timbral features are
defined below;
1. Spectral centroid: Spectral centroid is defined as
1 Visual representation of MODGD with time and frequency in
horizontal and vertical axis, respectively. A third dimension, indicating the amplitude of group delay function at a particular time is
represented by the intensity or color of each point in the image
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Figure 3: MODGDGRAM of a song from pop genre

the center of gravity of the magnitude spectrum of
the STFT.
2. Spectral roll-off: Spectral roll-off is defined as the
frequency below which 85% of the magnitude distribution is concentrated.

width of smaller architectures. Deep networks have recently demonstrated discriminative and representation
learning capabilities over a wide range of applications.
In the first phase, the baseline-SVM classifier with a
linear kernel is used. Later, the experiment is carried
out using a DNN framework on the same feature set.
Our proposed DNN architecture uses three hidden layers (100 nodes per layer) with Adam optimization algorithm. Rectified linear units (ReLUs) have been chosen
as the activation function for hidden layers and softmax
function for the output layer. In the final phase, the experiment is extended with DNN using the fusion of timbral features with i-vectors computed using MFCCs.
3

The performance evaluation is done using GTZAN
dataset. The description of the dataset, experimental
framework and results and analysis are given below.
3.1

3. Spectral flux: Spectral flux is defined as the
squared difference between the normalized magnitudes of successive spectral distributions.
4. zero-crossing: It is a weighted measure of the
number of times the signal changes sign in a
frame:
The significance of low-level timbral features can
be well understood from the 2-dimensional mapping of
five genres in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Significance of timbral features in genre classifica-

tion

2.2

Classification Scheme:

In the classification phase, SVM and DNN are employed. Deep neural networks are a powerful category of machine learning algorithms implemented by
stacking layers of neural networks along the depth and

Dataset :

The GTZAN dataset is the most-used public dataset
for evaluation in machine listening research for music
genre recognition (MGR). The files were collected
from a variety of sources including personal CDs,
radio, microphone recordings, in order to represent
a variety of recording conditions. The performance
of the proposed system is evaluated using GTZAN
dataset [35]. GTZAN dataset is created by Tzanetakis
and Cook and it includes 1000 music excerpts of 30
seconds of duration. The system is evaluated using
subset which includes 5 genres namely, classical,
country, hip-hop, metal, and pop, are considered for
the experiment. The classical dataset has the following
classes: choir, orchestra, piano, string quartet. The
tracks are all 22050 Hz Mono 16-bit audio files in .wav
format.

3.2

Zero crossing

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Experimental Framework :

Initially MFCCs, MODGDF features are frame-wise
computed. I-vectors are also extracted using ALIZE
toolkit [5]. MFCC and MODGDF feature set are averaged across dimensions to form a representative feature
vector. In the first phase, experiments are carried out
with i-vectors computed from the MFCCs using DNN
and SVM.
In the final stage, the experiment is extended with
the early fusion of i-vectors (10 dim) and low-level feature set (45 dim). The i-vectors are computed using
128 mixture GMM built using 60-dimensional MFCC
(including delta and delta-delta features). I-vectors are
INFOCOMP, v. 20, no. 2, p. pp-pp, December, 2021.
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Table 1: Confusion matrix of i-vectors-SVM baseline system. Entries are in number of files

Class
Classical
Country
Hip-hop
Metal
Pop

Classical
20
5
2
0
0

Country
8
20
1
0
1

Hip-hop
1
0
23
0
0

Metal
0
2
2
29
2

Pop
1
3
2
1
27

Table 2: Confusion matrix of i-vectors + LTF fusion using DNN framework. Entries are in number of files

Class
Classical
Country
Hip-hop
Metal
Pop

Classical
29
1
0
1
0

Country
1
27
0
1
2

computed using ALIZE open source speaker recognition tool kit [5]. The track level timbral feature set
is computed using MIRToolbox [18]. In the i-vector
framework, first, a UBM-GMM model is built from
MFCCs computed from an auxiliary database and audio samples from the corpus under study. Total variability matrix, T is also trained using the audio files
from the corpus, covering all genres. 150 files with 30
files/ genre is used for testing phase. Baseline-SVM and
DNN classifiers are implemented using LibSVM and
Keras-tensorflow respectively. In DNN experiment, the
system was trained for 1000 epochs with learning rate
of 0.002.
3.3

Results and Analysis

The results of the experiments are tabulated in Table 3.
The baseline-SVM system reports an overall accuracy
of 79.30% on i-vectors. The overall accuracy of 80.67%
is reported with DNN framework. When we fuse ivectors with the low-level timbral feature set, a significant improvement is observed with an overall accuracy
of 88.40% and 88.00% for SVM and DNN frameworks
respectively. It demonstrates the potential of fusion system in the automatic genre classification task.
The confusion matrices of the baseline system and
the best performing systems are given in Table 1 and
Table 2, respectively. From Table 2, it is observed that
genres, classical and country show the least accuracy
with 66.66%. By incorporating the fusion strategy, we
could improve the accuracy of the country to 96.66%
and classical to 90.00%. The classification accuracy
of all other genres except for metal is improved. It is
worth noting that the i-vectors alone gives an accuracy

Hip-hop
0
0
24
2
1

Metal
0
1
1
25
0

Pop
0
1
5
1
27

of 96.66%. The genre-wise accuracy is shown in Figure 5. It is observed that class wise accuracy of more
than 80% is reported for all genres in feature-fusion
paradigm for both SVM and DNN.
To end the discussion, the experiments show the
promise of fusion of timbral descriptors in genre classification task.
4

CONCLUSION

We presented a genre classification method based DNN
on the fusion of timbral descriptors. High-level timbral feature namely i-vectors, low-level timbral features namely MFCC, MODGDF, and timbral feature
set is computed. The experiment is performed using
a baseline-SVM and DNN classifier. The performance
is evaluated using GTZAN dataset. An improvement of
9% is observed with timbral feature fusion as compared
to baseline-i-vector/SVM system. The results demonstrate the potential of timbral feature fusion in automatic music genre classification task. While the baseline system reports an overall accuracy of 79.30%, the
fusion system reports an overall accuracy of 88.04%.
The results demonstrate the potential of timbral feature
fusion in automatic music genre classification task.
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